Teaching Students
to InvestWrite®

Enhancing The Stock
Market Game™ Experience
Through Writing

InvestWrite® is a highly successful extension
of The Stock Market Game™ program that
sharpens students’ critical thinking skills as
they compose essays on investment related
topics. The program builds a bridge between
classroom learning and real-world investment
decisions and meets Common Core
Standards. Students are given an investment
scenario, requiring them to assess, research,
and then formulate possible solutions based
on their own findings, logic and ideas.

InvestWrite® is an innovative national
writing competition that serves as a
culminating activity for Stock Market Game
participants. It adds another critical thinking
component and reinforces the concepts of
long-term planning.
InvestWrite® challenges students participating
in The Stock Market Game program to
demonstrate what they learn in the
classroom by asking them to respond in
a thoughtful way to a specified “real life”
investing situation.

“

InvestWrite is a great opportunity for
students to articulate the knowledge
they have gathered about the stock
market and the importance of saving
and investing for long term goals.
Great program!

“

I have been teaching the Stock Market
Game for 17 years. InvestWrite is
a great way to tie all the learning
together. Outstanding program!

a program of the

”

”

— InvestWrite Judge

Students have entered the world of business
and finance by participating in The Stock
Market Game™ program. The perfect
companion, our teacher-designed writing
component and competition reinforces their
newfound knowledge and engages them in
research.
Utilizing feedback from teachers nationwide,
InvestWrite® helps connect the classroom to
the real world. InvestWrite® complements
the Stock Market Game™ program learning
experience and easily integrates across
subjects throughout curriculum and across
disciplines.

Register today to be
an InvestWrite judge!
The SIFMA Foundation is seeking volunteers to
judge essay submissions from students in grades
4-12 who participate in The Stock Market Game™
InvestWrite® essay competition. InvestWrite is
an innovative national writing competition that
challenges students to research and recommend
long-term financial plans.
Judging is a simple process that takes
only about one hour of your time.
Judging takes place entirely online.
No meetings! No phone calls! All contact
takes place via email and online.

Register at: www.investwrite.org/judges

The SIFMA Foundation is dedicated to fostering knowledge
and understanding of the financial markets for individuals of all
backgrounds with a focus on youth. Drawing on the support and
expertise of the financial industry, the SIFMA Foundation provides
financial education programs and tools that strengthen economic
opportunity across communities and increase individuals’
awareness of and access to the benefits of the global marketplace.

www.sifma.org/foundation
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For more information visit www.investwrite.org

